This paper examines the intertemporal relation between downside risk and expected stock returns. Value at Risk (VaR), expected shortfall, and tail risk are used as measures of downside risk to determine the existence and significance of a risk-return tradeoff. We find a positive and significant relation between downside risk and the portfolio returns on NYSE/AMEX/Nasdaq stocks. VaR remains a superior measure of risk when compared with the traditional risk measures. These results are robust across different stock market indices, different measures of downside risk, loss probability levels, and after controlling for macroeconomic variables and volatility over different holding periods as originally proposed by Harrison and Zhang (1999) .
This paper examines the intertemporal relation between downside risk and expected return on the market. Value at Risk (VaR), expected shortfall (ES), and tail risk (TR) are used as measures of downside risk to determine the existence and significance of a risk-return tradeoff for several stock market indices. The results indicate a positive and significant relation between VaR and the value-and equal-weighted portfolio returns on NYSE/AMEX/Nasdaq stocks. This finding also holds for the NYSE/AMEX, NYSE, Nasdaq, and S&P 500 index portfolios. As alternative measures of downside risk, we also consider ES and TR, which measure the mean and variance of losses beyond some VaR thresholds, respectively. We show that the strong positive relation between downside risk and excess market return is robust across different left-tail risk measures. ' Ghysels, Santa-Clara, and Valkanov (2005) have recently shown that the choice of window size (from 1 to 6 months) in the estimation of realized variance has tremendous impact on the significance of risk-return tradeoff.^ When they compute the realized variance as the sum of squared daily returns over the past 1 month, they find no evidence of a significant link between realized variance and future market returns. However, they report a significantly positive relation between the excess market return and the realized variance obtained from the past 3 to 6 months of daily data. In this paper, we compare the relative performance of various VaRs and realized variance measures computed over different horizons in predictive regressions. VaR remains a superior measure of risk even when compared to the traditional risk measures that have significant predictive power for market returns. These results are robust across different loss probability levels and after controlling for macroeconomic variables associated with business cycle fluctuations.
There are several reasons why we consider downside risk in determining the existence of a positive risk-return tradeoff. First, there is a long literature about safety-first investors who minimize the chance of disaster (or the probability of failure). The portfolio choice of a safety-first investor is intended to maximize expected return, subject to a downside risk constraint. The safety-first investor of Roy ( 1952) , Baumöl ( 1963) , Levy and Sarnat ( 1972) , and Arzac and Bawa ( 1977) uses a downside risk measure that is a function of VaR. Roy (1952) indicates that most investors are principally concerned with avoiding a possible disaster and 'Ang, Chen, and Xing (2006) decompose market beta into down versus up beta and focus on the cross-sectional predictive power of down beta (which they term downside risk). Their firm-level Fama-MacBeth (1973) regressions and long-short portfolio analyses indicate that there is a positive and significant relation between down beta and the cross-section of expected returns, whereas up beta cannot explain the cross-sectional variation in average stock returns. We should note that in Ang et al. (2006) downside risk is defined as a systematic risk conditional on market declines, whereas in our paper downside risk is defined as an extreme measure of risk such as VaR, ES, or TR. We focus on the time-series relation between extreme risk measures and expected returns on the aggregate market portfolio, whereas Ang et al. (2006) examine the cross-sectional relation between down beta and individual stock returns.
Note that Harrison and Zhang (1999) are the first to look at the time-series relation between expected returns and conditional volatility over different holding periods and across different states of the economy and are the first to uncover a significantly positive risk and return relation at long holding intervals.
that the principle of safety plays a crucial role in the decision-making process. Roy ((1952) , p. 432) states:
Decisions taken in practice are less concerned with whether a little more of this or of that will yield the largest net increase in satisfaction than with avoiding known rocks of uncertain position or with deploying forces so that, if there is an ambush round the next corner, total disaster is avoided. If economic survival is always taken for granted, the rules of behavior applicable in an uncertain and ruthless world cannot be covered. , Thus, the idea of a disaster exists, and a risk averse safety-first investor will seek to reduce the chance of such a catastrophe occurring as much as possible. Second, commercial banks, investment banks, insurance companies, and nonfinancial firms hold portfolios of assets that may include stocks, bonds, currencies, and derivatives. Each institution needs to quantify the amount of risk its portfolio may incur in the course of a day, week, month, or year. For example, a bank needs to assess its potential losses in order to put aside enough capital to cover them. Similarly, a company needs to track the value of its assets and any cash flows resulting from losses on its portfolio. In addition, credit rating and regulatory agencies must be able to assess likely losses on portfolios as well, since they need to set capital requirements and issue credit ratings. These institutions can judge the likelihood and magnitude of potential losses on their portfolios using VaR. Regulatory concerns require commercial banks to report a single number, the so-called VaR, which measures the maximum loss on their trading portfolio if the lowest 1% quantile return were to materialize. Capital adequacy is judged on the basis of the size of this expected loss. Likewise, pension funds are often required by law to structure their investment portfolio such that the risk of underfunding is kept low (e.g., equity investment may be capped).
Third, asset returns have been modeled in continuous time as diffusions by Black and Scholes (1973) , as pure jump processes by Cox and Ross (1976) , and as jump diffusions by Merton (1976) . The rationale usually given for describing asset returns as jump diffusions is that diffusions capture frequent small moves, while jumps capture rare large moves. Carr, Geman, Madan, and Yor (2002) develop a continuous time model that allows for both diffusions and jumps of either finite or infinite activity. They find that market index returns tend to be pure jump processes of infinite activity and finite variation, and thus the index return processes appear to have effectively diversified away any diffusion risk. They indicate that the jump components account for significant skewness levels that statistically may be either positive or negative but that are risk-neutrally negative. They report significantly greater skewness and kurtosis in the risk-neutral process than in the statistical process. The results presented in Carr et al. (2002) suggest that extreme movements in stock returns can be interpreted as signals, whereas the frequent small fluctuations can be viewed as noise that may not have the power to explain time-series variation in excess market returns.
I Finally, the mean-variance analysis developed by Markowitz (1952) , (1959) relies critically on two assumptions: Either the investors have a quadratic utility or the asset returns are jointly normally distributed (see Levy and Markowitz (1979) , Chamberlain (1983), and Berk (1997) ). Both assumptions are not required, just one or the other: i) If an investor has quadratic preferences, she cares only about the mean and variance of returns, but she will not care about extreme losses, ii) Mean-variance optimization can be justified if the asset returns are jointly normally distributed, since the mean and variance will completely describe the distribution. However, the empirical distribution of stock returns is typically skewed, peaked around the mode, and has fat tails, implying that extreme events occur much more frequently than predicted by the normal distribution. Therefore, the traditional measures of market risk (e.g., variance or standard deviation) are not appropriate to approximate the maximuni likely loss that a firm can expect under normal or highly volatile periods.Â lthough the mean-variance criterion has been the basis for many academic papers atid has had sigtiificant itnpact oti the acádetnic atid tiotiacadetnic fitiancial community, it is still subject to theoretical and enipirical criticism. Arditti (1967) , Arditti and Levy (1975) , and Kraus and Litzenberger (1976) extend the standard portfolio theory to incorporate the effect of skewness on valuation. They present a three-moment model with unconditional skewness. Harvey and Siddique (2000) present an asset pricing model with conditional coskewness, where risk-averse investors prefer positively skewed assets to negatively skewed assets. Their results imply a preference for positive skewness: Investors should prefer stocks that are right-skewed to stocks that are left-skewed. Assets that decrease a portfolio's skewness (i.e., that make the portfolio returns more left-skewed) are less desirable and should command higher expected returns. Dittmar (2002) extends the three-moment asset pricing model using the restriction of decreasing absolute prudence (see Pratt and Zeckhauser (1987) , Kimball (1993) ). His findings suggest a preference for lower kurtosis. Investors are averse to kurtosis and prefer stocks with lower probability mass in the tails of the distribution to stocks with higher probability mass in the tails of the distribution. Assets that increase a portfolio's kurtosis (i.e., that make the portfolio returns more leptokurtic) are less desirable and should command higher expected returns. Since the magnitude of VaR becomes larger for negatively skewed and thicker-tailed asset distributions, the findings of the three-and four-moment asset pricing models indicate a positive relation between VaR and expected stock returns (i.e., the more a market index can potentially fall in value, the higher the expected return).
The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents alternative measures of market risk and describes our investigation of the risk-return tradeoff. Section III presents an economic framework that relates VaR to expected returns. Section IV presents the descriptive statistics of the data. Section V discusses the empirical results from time-series regressions. Section VI runs a battery of robustness checks. Section VII compares the relative performance of realized variance and VaR in 'Longin (2000) , Neftci (2000) , and Bali (2003) find that VaR provides good predictions of catastrophic market risks and performs surprisingly well in capturing both the rate of occurrence and the extent of extreme events in financial markets. However, the traditional measures of market risk such as conditional variance and standard deviation yield an inaccurate characterization of extreme movements in financial markets.
terms of their power to predict future market returns. Section VIII concludes the paper.
II. Measuring the Risk-Return Relationship
A. Alternative Risk IVleasures
Realized Variance
Following French, Schwert, and Stambaugh (1987) , we calculate the variance of a market portfolio using various window sizes of return data:
where cr|, is the variance of index returns, Dk is the number of trading days over the past k months,'* and rit ¿ is the portfolio's return on day d that resides within k months. The second term on the right-hand side adjusts for the autocorrelation in daily returns using the approach of French et al. (1987) . Note that the realized variance measure given in equation (1) is not, strictly speaking, a variance measure since daily returns are not demeaned before taking the expectation. However, as pointed out by French et al. (1987) , the impact of subtracting the means is trivial for short holding periods.
Nonparametric Value at Risk
VaR determines how much the value of a portfolio could decline over a given period of time with a given probability as a result of changes in market rates. For example, if the given period of time is one day and the given probability is 1%, the VaR measure would be an estimate of the decline in the portfolio value that could occur with a 1% probability over the next trading day. In other words, if the VaR measure is accurate, losses greater than the VaR measure should occur less than 1% of the time. In this paper, we use different confidence levels to check the robustness of VaR measures as an explanatory variable for the expected return on the market. The estimation is based on the lower tail of the actual empirical distribution. We use the past 1 to 6 months of daily returns to estimate alternative VaR measures from the empirical distribution. It should be noted that the original VaR measures are multiplied by -1 before running our regressions. The original maximum likely loss values are negative since they are obtained from the left tail of the distribution, but the downside risk measure, VaR,, used in our regressions, is defined as -1 times the maximum likely loss. Therefore, the slope coefficients turn out to be positive, which gives the paper's central result that there is a positive and statistically significant relation between VaR and the excess return on the market. ' 'As in Ghysels et al. (2005) , we use 1 to 6 months of past daily data to compute the rolling window variance estimates.
Parametric Value at Risk
There is substanfial empirical evidence showing that the distribution of financial returns is typically skewed to the left, is peaked around the mean (leptokurtic), and has fat tails. The fat tails and negative skewness suggest that extreme outcomes happen much more frequently than would be predicted by the'normal distribution, and the negative returns of a given magnitude have higher probabilities than positive returns of the same magnitude, this also suggests that the normality assumption can produce VaR numbers that are inappropriate measures of the true risk faced by individual firms. To account for skewness and excess kurtosis in the data, we use the skewed t (ST) distribution of Hansen (1994) , which accounts for the nonnormality of returns and relatively infrequent events. Hansen ( 1994) introduces a generalization of the Student i-distribution where asymmetries may occur, while maintaining the assumption of a zero mean and unit variance. The ST density that provides a flexible tool for modeling the empirical distribution of stock market returns exhibiting skewness and leptokurtosis is given by equafion (2):
where z, = {Rt -ß)/cT is the standardized market return, and the constants a, b, and c are given by
Hansen shows that this density is defined for 2 < v < oo and -1 < A < 1. This density has a single mode at -a/b, which is of opposite sign with the parameter A. Thus, if A > 0, the mode of the density is to the left of zero and the variable is skewed to the right, and vice versa when A < 0. Furthermore, if A = 0, Hansen's distribution reduces to the standardized f-distribution. If A = 0 and v = cx), it reduces to a normal density.p arameters of the ST density are estimated by maximizing the log-likelihood function of Ä, with respect to the parameters fj,, cr, v, and A: logL = «lnè + nlnT Í ^^^ j --Inir-nlnr(v-2)-A parametric approach to calculating VaR is based on the lower tail of the ST distribution. Specifically, we estimate the parameters of the ST density (/^, CT, V, A) using the past 1 to 6 months of daily data and then find the corresponding percentile of the estimated distribution. Assuming that R, ~/V,A(2) follows a ST density, parametric VaR is the solution to
where r^i{^) is the VaR threshold based on the ST density with a loss probability of <?. Equation (4) indicates that VaR can be calculated by integrating the area under the probability density function of the ST distribution.
B. Time-Series Regressions
We investigate the intertemporal relation between downside risk and excess market retum at the monthly frequency. The downside risk-return relationship we analyze in the paper takes the following form:
where R,j,\ is the monthly excess return of the market portfolio, £',(VaR,.^|) is the conditional VaR of the market portfolio obtained from the daily index returns, and X, is the vector of control variables that includes a set of macroeconomic variables proxying for business cycle fluctuations, the lagged excess return, and a dummy variable for the October 1987 crash.^ We use various measures of the lagged realized VaR as a proxy for the expected conditional downside risk for the current period.^ The slope coefficient ß in equation (5) is expected to be positive and statistically significant. We also test the usual form of the risk-return tradeoff by examining whether the relation between the conditional variance and the expected excess return is positive. We use the following discrete-time specification of Merton (1980) : (6) /?,+, = a + ^£,((T,2,,)+7A', + £,+i, where the coefficients a and ß, according to Merton's ICAPM, should be 0 and equal to the relative risk aversion coefficient, respectively. Positive values of ß imply the existence of a risk-return tradeoff, indicating that the expected returns are higher as the risk level for the market increases. Following Ghysels et al. (2005) , we use various measures of the lagged realized variance as a proxy for where di = {bit + a)/( I -\s) and .sisa sign dummy taking the value of 1 if fe, + a < 0 and . v = -I otherwise. *To make sure that our results from estimating risk-return regressions are not due to model misspecification, we add to the regressions a set of control variables that have been used in the literature to capture the state variables that determine changes in the investment opportunity set.
As discussed later in the paper, we conduct robustness checks where VaR measures that conditionally change over time are used in regressions. The results from the lagged realized VaR and from the conditional forecasts of VaR are found to be similar.
III. Economic Framework
The standard theory of portfolio choice determines the optimum asset mix by maximizing i) the expected risk premium per unit of risk in a mean-variance framework or ii) the expected value of a utility function approximated by the expected return and variance of the portfolio. In both cases, market risk of the portfolio is defined in terms of the variance (or standard deviation) of the portfolio's returns. Modeling portfolio risk with the traditional volatility measures implies that investors are concerned only about the average variation (and covariation) of individual stock returns, and they are not allowed to treat the negative and positive tails of the return distribution separately.
In what follows, we consider an investor who allocates her portfolio in order to maximize the expected utility of end-of-period wealth U{W). We assume that the distribution of returns on the investor's portfolio of risky assets is nonsymmetrical and fat-tailed. The expected value of end-of-period wealth can be written as W = Yl'l=\^i^i + ^^/> where R¡ is unity plus the expected rate of return on the /th risky asset, Rf is unity plus the rate of return on the riskless asset, q¡ is the fraction of wealth allocated to the /th risky asset, and qf is the fraction of wealth allocated to the riskless asset. We approximate the expected utility by a Taylor series expansion around the expected wealth. For this purpose, the utility function is expressed in terms of the wealth distribution, so that E [U{W)] = f U{W)f{W)dW, where/(ly) is the probability density function of the end-of-period wealth, which depends on the multivariate distribution of returns and on the vector of weights q. We now consider the infinite-order Taylor series expansion of the utility function k=0 where IV = E(iV) denotes the expected end-of-period wealth. Under rather mild conditions, the expected utility is given by (8) Lit=o Therefore, the expected utility depends on all central moments of the distribution of the end-of-period wealth.
It should be noticed that the approximation of the expected utility by a Taylor series expansion is related to the investor's preference (or aversion) toward all moments of the distribution that are directly given by derivatives of the utility function. Scott and Horvath (1980) indicate that, under the assumptions of positive marginal utility, by decreasing absolute risk aversion at all wealth levels, together with strict consistency for moment preferences, one has i/(*'(W) > 0, VW if k is odd and t/W (W) < 0, VW if k is even. Further discussion on the conditions that yield such moment preferences or aversion can be found in Pratt and Zeckhauser (1987) , Kimball (1993) , and Dittmar (2002) . Focusing on terms up to the fourth one, we obtain
where O(IV') is the Taylor remainder. We define the expected return, variance, skewness, and kurtosis of the end-of-period return, Rp, as
and.
Hence, the expected utility is simply approximated by the following preference function:
Under conditions established by Scott and Horvath (1980) , the expected utility depends positively on expected returns and skewness and negatively on variance and kurtosis. Based on the constant absolute risk aversion (CARA) and constant relative risk aversion (CRRA) utility functions, we now show that an increase in VaR reduces the expected utility of wealth. We first consider the CARA utility function, defined by: U{W) = -exp {-9W), where 9 measures the investor's CARA. The approximation for the expected utility is given by
Equation (15) indicates aversion to variance and kurtosis and preference for (positive) skewness since
These results imply aversion to VaR, {dE[U{W)])/{dWaRp) < 0, since VaR for long positions (defined by the left tail of the return distribution) increases with variance and kurtosis and decreases with positive skewness (see Cornish and Fisher (1937) ).
Similar results are obtained from the CRRA utility function given by: U{W)= (W'-^)/(l -Ö), (0 > 0,6» 7^ 1). Since é» > 0, the expected utility, of wealth decreases with variance and kurtosis, whereas it increases with positive skewness, for example.
Since > «• ^ < 0, and ^ > 0 (see Cornish and Fisher (1937) 
IV. Data
To capture the U.S. stock market returns, we use the value-and equalweighted monthly returns on the NYSE/AMEX/Nasdaq index. As a robustness check, we also repeat our analysis for the NYSE/AMEX, NYSE, Nasdaq, and S&P 500 indices. We use returns from July 1962 to December 2005, except for the Nasdaq sample, which covers the period from January 1973 to December 2005. As a further robustness check, we also use a longer sample period of January 1926 to December 2005. In predictive regressions, the excess market return is defined as the difference between the index return and the risk-free rate. We use the 1-month Treasury bill return as the risk-free rate.
Panel A of Table 1 provides descriptive statistics for the value-weighted index returns. Panel A shows that the average monthly return is in the range of 0.97% for the NYSE/AMEX/Nasdaq and 1.05% for Nasdaq, which correspond to annualized returns of 11.64% and 12.60%, respectively. The unconditional standard deviations of monthly returns are in the range of 4.2% for the NYSE and 6.5% for the Nasdaq index. The skewness and kurtosis statistics are reported for testing the distributional assumption of normaljty. The skewness statistics for monthly returns are negative and significant at the 1% level. The kurtosis statistics are greater than 3.0 and statistically significant at the 1% level. Furthermore, the Jarque-Bera (1980) statistics strongly reject the distributional assumption of normality.* In Jarque-Bera ( 1980) , JB = n[(5^/6) + {K-3)^/24], is a formal test statistic for testing whether returns are normally distributed, where n denotes the number of observations, S is skewness, and K is kurtosis. The test statistic, distributed as chi-square with two degrees of freedom, measures the difference of the skewness and kurtosis of the series from those of the normal distribution.
TABLE 1 Descriptive Statistics
Panei A of Tabie 1 shows summary statistics for the monthly return on the value-weighted NYSE/AMEX/Nasdaq, NYSE/AMEX, NYSE, Nasdaq, and S&P 500 index tor the sampie period trom July 1962 to December 2005. Panel B shows summary statistics for Vaiue at Risk (VaR(), computed using roiling window estimation over various months (k). VaRt is defined as -1 times the minimum NYSE/AMEX/Nasdaq index return observed during the last k months as of the end of each month t. Each month is assumed to have 21 trading days. Wo report the mean, median, standard deviation, maximum, minimum, skewness, kurtosis, and Jarque-Bera (1980) statistics. Panei C presents resuits from the AR(1) regressions, VaR(+i = A -1-pVaR, + £14.1, where VaRi is obtained from the past 1 to 6 months of daiiy data. Eor each regression in Panei C, we presenf the intercept (A), AR(1) coefficient (p). Newey-West (1987) adjusted (-statistics (in parentheses), number of observations, and corrected Revalues impiied by the autocorreiation-heteroskedasticity adjusted (-statistics; R^ = t^/{t^ + {n -2)), where t is the Newey-West (1987) adjusted (-statistic of the AR (1) Panel B of Table 1 shows summary statistics for VaR computed using a rolling window estimation over various months denoted by k. VaR is defined as -1 times the minimum NYSE/AMEX/Nasdaq index return observed during the last k months of daily data as of the end of each month t. Furthermore, each month is assumed to have 21 trading days. For example, VaR for the past 4 months is computed as the lowest return observed during the last 84 days. Observe that the distributions of various VaRs are skewed to the right and have fatter tails than the normal distribution.
Panel C of Table 1 presents results from the AR( 1 ) regressions for alternative measures of VaR, VaR,+i = A + pVaR, + e,+\, where VaR, is obtained from the past 1 to 6 months of daily data. For each regression in Panel C, we present the intercept (A), AR(1) coefficient (p), their Newey-West (1987) adjusted i-statistics in parentheses, the number of observations, and the corrected R^ values implied by the autocorrelation-heteroskedasticity adjusted f-statistics: R^ = f^/(i^ + {n-2)), where t is the Newey-West (1987) adjusted i-statistic of the AR(1) coefficient, and n is the number of observations. As shown in Panel C, the AR(1) coefficients are in tbe range of 0.29 to 0.87, and they are all statistically significant at the 1% level. Tbe i-statistics and the corrected R^ values indicate that the realized VaR measures are highly persistent and motivate the use of VaR, as a proxy for ( A series of papers argue that the stock market can be predicted by macroeconomic variables associated with business cycle fiuctuations. The commonly chosen variables include default spread (DEF,), term spread (TERM,), dividend price ratio (DP,), and tbe detrended riskless rate (RREL,).^ We define DEF, as tbe change in the difference between the yields on BAA-and AAA-rated corporate bonds, and TERM, as the change in the difference between the yields on the 10-year Treasury bond and tbe 1-month Treasury bill. RREL, is defined as the difference between the l-month T-bill rate and its 12-month backward moving average.'° To be consistent with earlier studies on ICAPM, we use the aforementioned macroeconomic variables in our risk-return regressions and investigate how incorporating these variables into tbe predictive regressions affects the intertemporal relation between downside risk and expected stock retums." Table 2 presents the first set of empirical results from the time-series regressions of the value-weighted excess market return on nonparametric VaR (VaR,) computed using daily returns observed over tbe past 1 to 6 months. The first column in each panel shows the number of months used to compute VaR. We assume that each month has 21 trading days. Therefore, at the 1-montb horizon, VaR is defined as the minimum daily return observed during the past 21 days; hence, it corresponds to 4.76% VaR. At the 2-montb horizon, VaR is defined as the minimum daily return observed during the past 42 days; hence, it can be viewed as 2.38% VaR. Similarly, at the 5-month horizon, VaR is defined as the minimum 'See, e.g., Campbell (1987) , Fama and French (1989) , Ferson and Harvey (1991) , Tallarini and Zhang (2005) , and Bali (2008) , who test the predictive power of these variables for expected stock returns.
V. Empirical Results

A. Results from Nonparametric Value at Risk
'"The time-series data on monthly 10-year Treasury bond yields and on BAA-and AAA-rated corporate bond yields are available from the Federal Reserve statistics release Web site. We obtain the dividend price ratio using the CRSP value-weighted index return with and without dividends based on the formula given in Fama and French (1988) . Finally, we obtain the 1-month Treasury bill rate from Kenneth French's online data library (http://mba.tuck.dartmouth.edu/pages/faculty/ken.french/ data_library.html). At an earlier stage of the study, we proxy the short-term interest rate with the 3-month Treasury yields reported on the Federal Reserve Web site (http://www.federalreserve.gov/ releases/h 15/data.htm). Note that our results are not sensitive to the choice of 1 -versus 3-month T-bill rates.
" At an earlier stage of the study, we use the default spread (DEF) and term spread (TERM) as the difference between two interest rate levels. When DEF and TERM are defined in the level of interest rates (instead of the change in interest rates), the slope coefficients on VaR turn out to be very similar to those reported in our tables. However, the coefficients on DEF and TERM are found to be statistically insignificant. This provides further evidence that innovations in macroeconomic variables (instead of the levels) generate a better proxy for state variables capturing shifts in the investment opportunity set. daily return observed during the past 105 days; hence, it is 0.95% VaR, etc. In predictive regressions, the dependent variable is the 1-month-ahead valueweighted excess return on the NYSE/AMEX/Nasdaq index, R,+i. The independent variables are VaR, a dummy variable that takes the value of 1 in October 1987, and 0 otherwise, the lagged excess market retum, R¡, and the macroeconomic variables. For each parameter estimate, we present the Newey-West (1987) adjusted i-statistic in parentheses,'^T ABLE 2
Value-Weighted Market Return and Nonparametric Value at Risk Table 2 presents results from the time-series regressions of the value-weighted excess market return on nonparametric' Value at Risk (VaR), defined as the minimum daiiy index return observed during the past 1 to 6 months. The originai VaRs are multipiied by -1 before running our regressions, Vaiue-weighted excess return,,R|, is defined as the return on the value-weighted NYSE/AMEX/Nasdaq index minus the 1-month Treasury bill rate, A dummy takes the value of 1 in October 1987, and 0 otherwise. DEF( is the default spread calculated as the change in the difference between the yields on BAAand AAA-rated corporate bonds. TERMi is the term spread calcuiated as the change in the difference between the yieids on the 10-year Treasury bond and the 1-month Treasury biil, RRELi is the stochastically detrended riskiess rate defined as the 1-month Treasury biil rate minus its 12-month baokward-mcving average, DPt is the aggregate dividend yieid, in each regression, the dependent variable is the 1-month-ahead excess market return, Rt+-\. The first row gives the estimated coefficients. The second row gives the Newey-West (1987) As shown in Panel A of Table 2 , after controlling for the lagged market return and the crash dummy, the slope coefficients on VaR, are positive and highly significant. Specifically, the Newey-West (1987) The coefficient on the dummy variable is negative and significant, indicating that there would be a misspecification error if we had not used it as a right-hand side variable.'•'
Our main finding can be interpreted by considering the changes in expected excess returns as a result of a one-standard-deviation change in the average VaR measure. For example, for the 1-month horizon ik=\), moving from average VaR minus one standard deviation (i.e., 1.5%-1.1% = 0.4%) to average VaR plus one standard deviation (i.e., 1.5% + 1.1% = 2.6%) increases expected excess returns by 1.10% per month (2.2% x 0.498 = 1.10%).
We further investigate the relation between downside risk and expected returns after controlling for macroeconomic variables known to forecast the stock market. As shown by Merton (1973) , the hedging demand component (7^,) in equations (5) and (6) captures the investor's motive to hedge against unfavorable shifts in the investment opportunity set. Thus, we include macroeconomic variables that have been shown in the literature to capture state variables that determine the investment opportunity set.
Panel B of Table 2 shows that even after controlling for the macroeconomic variables, VaR, has a positive and significant coefficient, indicating that there is a robust and significantly positive relationship between downside risk and expected returns. The strong positive relation holds for alternative measures of VaR obtained from the past 1 to 6 months of daily data. Consistent with the earlier research (e.g., Ghysels et al. (2005) , Bali, Cakici, Yan, and Zhang (2005) ), the Rv alues are small, in the range of 4.9% to 5.7%. Table 3 presents the parameter estimates from the monthly regressions of the value-weighted Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP) index returns on the lagged VaR, which is calculated parametrically based on the lower tail of the ST distribution, VaRf. The magnitude and statistical significance of the slope coefficients turn out to be very similar to our findings in Table 2 . As shown in Table 3 , VaRf has positive and highly significant coefficients. Specifically, the Newey-West (1987) i-statistics of the slope coefficients on VaR'' range from 1.96 to 3.70. This result is robust across different measures of VaR computed with the ST density using the past 1 to 6 months of daily data. Overall, the results from alternative measures of nonparametric and parametric VaR turn out to be similar, indicating a significantly positive relation between downside risk and expected return on the market.
B. Results from Parametric Value at Risk
C. Results from the Equal-Weighted Market Portfolio
We have so far examined the significance of downside risk based on the value-weighted portfolio of NYSE/AMEX/Nasdaq stocks. We will now repeat our analyses for the equal-weighted market index. Stocks with smaller (bigger) also repeat our analysis by eliminating the month of October 1987. Since the qualitative results turn out to be very similar to those reported in our tables, we do not present them here. They are available from the authors. Table 3 presents results from the time-series regressions of the vaiue-weighted excess market return on parametric Vaiue at Risk (VaRf). defined based on the iower taii of the skewed t density using daiiy returns over the past 1 to 6 months. The original VaRs are multiplied by -1 before running our regressions. Controi variables are defined in Table 2 . In each regression, the dependent variabie is the 1-month-ahead excess market return, Rt^i. The first row gives the estimated coefficients. The second row gives the Newey-West (1987) market capitalization are weighted more heavily in the equal-weighted (valueweighted) index. We expect VaR to be even more powerful in forecasting the future equal-weighted returns because the return distributions of small stocks exhibit higher peaks, fatter tails, and more outliers on the left or right tail than do the distributions of bigger stocks. Table 4 presents the parameter estimates and the Newey-West (1987) i-statistics for alternative measures of nonparametric VaR that are used to predict the excess return on the CRSP equal-weighted index. The slope coefficients on VaR are positive and highly significant, with the i-statistics falling in the range of 2.83 to 4.77 even when macroeconomic variables are used as control variables. These results also provide supporting evidence for a stronger relation between VaR and expected retum on the equal-weighted index. Table 4 presents results from the time-series regressions of Ihe equai-weighted excess market return on nonparametric Value at Risk (VaR,), defined as the minimum daiiy index return observed during the past 1 to 6 months. The originai VaRs are multiplied by -1 before running our regressions. Controi variabies are defined in Table 2 . in each regression, the dependent variable is the 1-month-ahead excess market return, R,.^l. The first row gives the estimated coefficients. The second row gives the Newey-West (1987) 
D. Conditional Value at Risk
Before we generate tiie conditional VaR measure, we investigate the information content of VaR. As discussed in Section [I, VaR is a nonlinear function of volatility, skewness, and kurtosis. Table 5 shows that past skewness has almost no power to predict future skewness. The Newey-West ( 1987) ^-statistics of the slope coefficients on past skewness are in the range of 0.78 to 1.76 (see Chen, Hong, and Stein (2001 ) for a detailed analysis of the forecastability of skewness). On the other hand, the slope coefficients on past VaR have the correct sign for all horizons, and the Newey-West /-statistics are in the range of -2.40 to -5.49 (except for the 1-month horizon).''* However, we find that (although not presented in the paper to save space) VaR has a little forecasting power for future kurtosis. As mentioned earlier, we approximate the conditional VaR by the lagged realized VaR (i.e., £',(VaR,+|) = VaR,), to test the intertemporal relation between downside risk and excess market return as shown in equation (5). This approximation is justified by the fact that the VaR is highly persistent. As discussed in Section IV, we present the parameter estimates, the Newey-West (1987) adjusted i-statistics, and the R^ values implied by the autocorrelation-heteroskedasticity adjusted i-statistics from an AR(1) specification of the realized VaR, VaR,+i = A + pVaR, +£,+1. As shown in Panel C ofTable 1, the AR(1) coefficients are in the range of 0.29 to 0.87, and they are all statistically significant at the 1 % level.
Since the actual realizations of VaR measures are known to be conditionally changing over time, in this section we use time-varying conditional measures of downside risk. In order to come up with a more accurate conditional expectation of VaR, we consider a more general AR(p) specification: where p detiotes the order of autoregressive process. For each measure of VaR, the optimal lag length p is determined based on the Àkaike information criterion (AIC) and Schwarz Bayesian criterion (SBC). For 21-day VaR, the optimal lag length is found to be four, and alternative measures of VaR have an optimal lag length in the range of three to five. Hence, we use /? = 4 when we compute the conditional measures. We should also note that the results are robust for all lag lengths between p = 2ar\dp = 5. Therefore, assuming that investors' information set as of time t consists of the lagged VaRs, we estimate the conditional VaR as the explained portion of the regression shown in equation (16), for example, £,(VaR,+,) = Â + ECo' Â-VaR,-/. Table 6 presents results from the time-series regressions of the 1-monthahead excess market return, R,+\, on the conditional VaR, £,(VaR,.^l), a dummy variable that takes the value of 1 in October 1987, and 0 otherwise, lagged excess market retum, R,, and macroeconomic variables. Here, E,{WaR,+\) has positive and highly significant coefficients. Specifically, the Newey-West (1987) i-statistics of the slope coefficients on £',(VaR,+i ) are in the range of 2.28 to 3.89. The results in Table 6 indicate that there exists a positive and significant link between expected return and conditional VaR, ^¡(VaR,^.! ), for all estimation windows from 1 to 6 months. Furthermore, the results are similar to those reported in our earlier tables using the lagged realized VaR as a proxy for the conditional measure of downside risk. Thus, we conclude that the lagged VaR is a good proxy for the conditional expectation of future VaR.
TABLE 6
Excess Market Return and Conditional Value at Risk Table 6 presents results from the time-series regressions of thé excess market return on the conditional VaR. E|(VaR(4.i ), estimated using equation (16). The original conditional VaRs are muitiplied by -1 before running our regressions. In each regression, the dependent variabie is the 1-month-ahead excess market return, Rit\. The first row gives the estimated coefficients. The second row gives the Newey-West (1987) VI. Robustness Checks
A. Different Indices
The positive relation between VaR, and expected returns on the NYSE/ AMEX/Nasdaq index may well be due to smaller, illiquid, and lower-priced stocks trading in certain exchanges. Therefore, in Table 7 we examine the relation between downside risk and expected returns for other stock market indices. Table 7 reports results for the value-weighted NYSE/AMEX, NYSE, Nasdaq, and S&P 500 index portfolios. For all market indices, there is a positive and highly significant relation between VaR, and excess market return. As shown in Table 7 , after controlling for the lagged market return, the October 1987 crash, and macroeconomic variables, the slope coefficients on VaR have Newey-West (1987) i-statistics ranging from 1.88 to 3.82 for NYSE/AMEX (Panel A), from 1.91 to 3.77 for NYSE (Panel B), from 1.76 to 3.50 for Nasdaq (Panel C), and from 1.93 to 3.69 for S&P 500 (Panel D). Although not presented in the paper to save space, the i-statistics are even larger when we exclude the macroeconomic variables. Thus, we conclude that the strong positive relation between VaR and expected return is robust across different stock market indices.
B. Alternative Measures of Downside Risk
VaR provides information about the left tail of the empirical return distribution; however, it is not the only measure of downside risk. If downside risk is an important determinant of expected returns, we expect other proxies of downside risk to perform well in predictive regressions too. In this section, we conduct an empirical analysis of the various left-tail risk measures. .
An important example for a risk measure of this kind is "expected shortfall" originally proposed by Artzner, Delbaen, Eber, and Heath (1999) . ES is defined as the conditional expectation of loss given that the loss is beyond the VaR level. That is, when the distributions of losses are continuous, ES at the 100(1 -?)% confidence level is defined by (17) E Equation (17) can be viewed as a mathematical transcription of the concept "average loss in the worst 100^% cases." In addition to ES that measures the mean of losses larger than VaR, we also compute the variance of losses larger than VaR and call it TR:
We consider the 2.5% and 5% tail risk (TR^^" and TR^^") and the 2.5% and 5% expected shortfall (ESP^° and ESf^°) as alternative proxies for downside risk. In our empirical analysis, we define the 2.5% (5%) TR as the sum of squared deviations of the lowest 2.5 percentile (5 percentile) of the NYSE/AMEX/Nasdaq index returns from the mean of index returns during the last 100 days. Similarly, we define the 2.5% (5%) ES as the average of the lowest 2.5 percentile (5 percentile) of the NYSE/AMEX/Nasdaq index returns observed during the last 100 days as of the end of month /.'^' ''^W hen computing ES and TR, we need a large number of observations so that we can find the mean and variance of extreme observations beyond some VaR threshold. Practically, there are not enough observations to calculate 2.5% ES and 2.5% TR from the past 21,42, 63, and 84 daily returns. Hence, we use the past 100 daily returns to compute 2.5% and 5% ES and TR.
'^Also note that using *: = 5 or the past 100 days produces very similar results, since 2.5% (5%) TR and ES are computed by using the lowest three (five) observations regardless of whether the past 100 days or the past 105 days (i.e., <: = 5) is used. Table 8 presents results from the regressions of the value-weighted index return on the lagged TR and ES measures. The slope coefficients on TR^^» and TRf^° are positive and significant, with Newey-West (1987) i-statistics of 1.97 and 1.96, respectively. Similarly, the ES measures, ESP^° and ESf''", have significantly positive slope coefficients, with r-statistics of 2.23 and 2.01, respectively. Indeed, when we exclude macroeconomic variables, the statistical significance goes higher such that TR^^» and TRf^° have i-statistics of 2.56 and 2.55, respectively, and ESP^° and ESf^° have i-statistics of 2.65 and 2.29, respectively (not shown). Overall, the parameter estimates in Table 8 indicate that alternative measures of left-tail risk measures predict the 1-month-ahead market returns almost as well as VaR. Table 8 presents results from the time-series regressions of the excess market return on the 2.5% and 5% tail risk (TRf .^* and TRf*) and the 2.5% and 5% expected shortfali (ESP* and ESf*) measures. Here, 2.5% (5%) tail risk is computed as the sum of squared deviations of the lowest 2.5 percentile (5 percentile) of the NYSE/AfvtEX/Nasdaq index returns from the mean of index returns during the latest 100 days, and 2.5% (5%) expected shortfall is computed as the average of the iowest 2.5 percentiie (5 percentiie) of NYSE/AMEX/Nasdaq index returns observed during the last 100 days as of the end of month (.in each regression, the first row gives the estimated coefficients. The second row gives the Newey-West (1987) adjusted (-statistics in parentheses. The fi^ vaiues are reported in the last column. 
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C. Risk-Return Tradeoff Over the Long Sample
In this section, as an additional robustness check, we test whether the strong positive relation between downside risk and expected returns persists over the long sample period. Specifically, we use the NYSE/AMEX/Nasdaq index for the sample period of January 1926 to December 2005 and examine the predictive power of VaR.
As presented in Panel A of Table 9 , there is a positive and highly significant relation between VaR and excess market return. Specifically, the slope coefficients on VaR have Newey-West (1987) i-statistics in the range of 2.45 to 3.43 for the long sample period of January 1926 to December 2005. Panel B of Table 9 shows that after controlling for the commonly used macroeconomic variables, the strong positive relation remains intact over the sample period of July 1927 to December 2005.'^ Hence, we conclude that the positive downside risk-return tradeoff extends to earlier periods.
"The monthly data on 10-year Treasury bonds start from April 1953, and the monthly data on 1-month Treasury bills start from July 1926. Since the data on term spread (defined as the difference 
D. Value at Risk Time Aggregates
We also examine the intertemporal relation between VaR and expected return over the 1-month, 2-month, 3-month, 4-month, 5-month, 6-month, and 1-year nonoverlapping intervals. In other words, we examine the parameter estimates from the longer-term time-series regressions of 1-, 2-, 3-, 4-, 5-, 6-, and 12-monthahead excess return of the value-weighted NYSE/AMEX/Nasdaq index on the VaR computed as the minimum daily index return during the past 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 12 months, respectively. For example, when the dependent variable is 4-month-ahead returns, we compute the VaR using the past 4 months of daily data, and hence the regression covers an 8-month period, as demonstrated below:
between the yields on 10-year and 1-month Treasury) start from April 1953, we do not include TERM in our risk-return regressions. Also note that RREL is defined as the difference between the 1-month T-bill rate minus its 12-month backward-moving average, and hence the monthly data on RREL start from July 1927. Therefçre, the results in Panel B are based on RREL, DEF, and DP from July 1927 to December 2005.
Estimation Window for VaR: 4 months Prediotion Window for Returns: 4 months
The results in Table 10 indicate a positive and significant relation between VaR and expected returns for 1-to 4-month investment horizons (covering a period of 2 to 8 months), whereas the relation in 5-month, 6-month, and 1-year horizons is weak. Observe that when 1-, 2-, 3-, and 4-month-ahead returns are used as dependent variables, the i-statistic of VaR varies between 2.00 and 3.14. These results suggest that investors care about downside risk for intermediate holding periods .   TABLE 10 Value at Risk Time Aggregates
Tabie 10 presents resuits from the iong-term time-series regressions of fc-month-ahead excess return of the NYSE/AiVIEX/Nasdaq index on the Vaiue at Risk (VaR) computed as the minimum daiiy index return during the past k months. Hence, each regression covers 2xk months of data. Controi variabies are defined in Tabie 2 in each regression the dependent variabie is the 1-month-ahead excess mari<et return, 0,+ ,'. The first row gives the estimated coefficients' The second row gives the Newey-West (1987) As mentioned earlier, theoretical models suggest a positive relation between conditional mean and variance of returns for the aggregate stock market. One of the most commonly used estimators of conditional variance is the sum of squared daily returns over the previous month (see French et al. (1987) ). Although this measure of market variance has been used extensively in tests of risk-return tradeoff, there is no evidence of a positive and significant relation between this measure of conditional variance and expected returns. Harrison and Zhang (1999) examine the time-series relation between expected returns and conditional volatility over different holding periods and find a significantly positive risk-return tradeoff at long holding intervals (such as 1 to 2 years), which does not exist at short holding periods (such as 1 month).
Similar to the original findings of Harrison and Zhang (1999) , Ghysels et al. (2005) present evidence on the risk-return tradeoff. Like French et al. (1987) , they use the rolling window approach and the sum of squared daily returns as a proxy for the monthly conditional variance. Additionally, they argue that since the realized variance is very persistent, it ought to be a good proxy for the conditional variance. On the other hand, they point out that it is not clear why the researchers should confine themselves to using data from the last month only to estimate the conditional variance. Therefore, they use a larger window size (from 1 to 6 months) when they sum the past squared returns to acquire the conditional variance measure. Interestingly, this choice has a tremendous impact on the significance of the risk-return tradeoff. Ghysels et al. (2005) report that the variance measures that are computed using the daily returns over the previous 3 to 6 months significantly forecast the market return.
These recent findings are important for us, because we would like to compare our measure of downside risk with the traditional risk measures that are shown to have a statistically significant predictive power for the expected market returns. Thus, in light of these recent findings, we have to focus on realized variance that is computed using a window size larger than 1 month because the realized variance in the previous month is not a significant predictor of expected returns.
In Table 11 , we reexamine the findings of Ghysels et al. (2005) on the rolling window estimates. We assume that each month has 21 trading days and compute the realized variance as the sum of squared daily returns on the value-weighted NYSE/AMEX/Nasdaq index plus an adjustment term for the first-order serial correlation in daily returns. We generate different variance measures for horizons of 1 to 6 months. Panel A of Table 11 presents the parameter estimates from the regressions of excess value-weighted market return on the lagged realized variance, lagged market return, and the dummy for the October 1987 crash. The first column shows the number of months used in the estimation of the conditional variance proxy. Similarly to the very early literature, we find that the realized variance in the previous month has no forecasting power, but from month 2 through month 6, realized variance is a significant forecaster of market returns. In Panel B of Table 11 , when we control for the macroeconomic variables, the statistical significance of the realized variance reduces, except for the 3-and 4-month estimation window.
B. Value at Risk versus Realized Variatice
We have so far shown that there is a significant relation between VaR and expected returns. However, another objective of this paper is to compare the predictive power of VaR with the predictive power of traditional risk proxies that are shown to forecast market returns. Table 12 compares the relative performance of various VaRs and realized variance measures computed over different horizons in predictive regressions. For 1-to 6-month horizons, we compute VaR and variance measures and use them in the same regressions. For example, at 2 months, we compute VaR as the minimum return observed during the past 42 days and compute the variance as the sum of squared daily returns during the past 42 days plus Table 11 shows estimates ot the risk-return tradeoff with the roliing window estimators of reaiized variance. For each horizon, the reaiized variance is computed as the sum of the squared daily returns on the value-weighted NYSE/AMEX/Nasdaq index pius an adjustment term for the first-order sériai correiation in daily returns. The first coiumn in each panel shows the number of months {k) used to compute the variance. The dependent variable is the 1-month-ahead excess market return. Ru,. Panel A presents the parameter estimates without the control variabies. and Panei B presents the parameter estimates with the controi variabies. in each regression, the first row gives the estimated coefficients The second row gives the Newey-West (1987) the autocorrelation adjustment term. We further include the control variables to run a full specification.
Panel A of Table 12 shows that, at all horizons, the nonparametric VaR measure has a positive and significant coefficient estimate. The Newey-West (1987) i-statistics are in the range of 2.10 to 3.49 when the past 1 to 5 months of daily returns are used in nonparametric VaR calculations. For the 6-month horizon, the slope coefficient on VaR has a /-statistic of 1.91 with ap-value of 5.61%. On the other hand, the coefficients on rolling window estimators of variance are negative and statistically insignificant. Therefore, measuring the variance by using a window size larger than 1 month has a substantial effect on the risk-return tradeoff, but that impact is captured by VaR. We conclude that VaR is not only a good measure of downside risk that is related to expected returns, it also captures information about expected returns that cannot be explained by the traditional measure of market risk, realized variance, even if it is computed by using a larger number of observations. Table 12 compares the relative performance of rolling window estimates of the Value at Risk (VaR) and realized variance in predicting future market returns. Each month is assumed to have 21 trading days. The first coiumn in each panel shows the number of monfhs (k) used fo compufe the VaR and variance. In Panel A. for each horizon the nonparamefric VaR (VaR,) is computed as the iowest daily returns on fhe NYSE/AMEX/Nasdaq index. Simiiarly. for each horizon, the realized variance is computed as fhe sum of squared daily returns on fhe NYSE/AMEX/Nasdaq index plus an autocorrélation adjustment term. In Panei B, for each horizon the parametric VaR (VaRf) is computed as the lower tail of the skewed ( density. In each regression, fhe dependent variable is fhe 1-monfh-ahead excess market return. R,.fi. The first row gives fhe esfimafed coefficients. The second row gives fhe Newey-West (1987) variance for all horizons considered in the paper. The slope coefficients on parametric VaR have i-statistics ranging from 2.10 to 3.22 when the past 1 to 4 months of daily returns are used in parametric VaR calculations. For 5-and 6-month estimation windows, the parametric VaR has a positive but marginally significant coefficient estimate. A notable point in Table 12 is that the coefficient estimates on alternative measures of variance are negative and statistically insignificant.
Panel B of
VIII. Conclusion
We examine the intertemporal relation between downside risk and expected stock returns. We use Value at Risk (VaR) as a measure of downside risk and find a positive and significant relation between VaR and expected return on the market. Moreover, we generate alternative measures of VaR based on the past 1 to 6 months of daily data, and we show that there is a significantly positive relation between VaR and expected market return for all horizons considered in the paper. Finally, we test the relative performance of various VaRs and realized variance measures computed over different horizons in predictive regressions. The results indicate that VaR wins convincingly even when it is compared to the conditional variance proxies that have significant predictive power for market returns. These findings are robust across different nieasures of market return, loss probability levels, and after controlling for macroeconomic variables associated with business cycle fluctuations.
If downside risk is an important determinant of expected returns, we expect other proxies of downside risk to perform well in predictive regressions too. Therefore, we use expected shortfall and tail risk, both of which inform us about the left tail of the return distribution, as alternative measures of downside risk. We show that, regardless of the left-tail measure we use, our qualitative results from predictive regressions remain intact.
The results provide strong evidence that there exists a positive and significant relation between downside risk and expected returns. Our findings also suggest that rare large moves in the market or relatively infrequent return observations can be interpreted as signals, whereas the frequent small fluctuations can be viewed as noise, which does not have the power to explain time-series variation in excess market returns.
